Keep Your Remote Workers Secure,
Productive And Supported
These days, remote working is "business as usual". So what does that mean for your
technology environment? How can you make sure your employees have the right
security tools and support to be productive no matter where they're working?
As a managed IT service provider, we can help answer your questions about remote
work: what to do when multiple employees at different locations have technical issues,
how to secure workers handling sensitive financial data from home, and how to avoid
risks to your business overall.

The remote work reality:

What it requires:

MULTIPLE TECHNOLOGY
ENVIRONMENTS

PROACTIVE MONITORING
AND SUPPORT

With your team working in different
locations, you can have as many sites to
manage as you have people-instead of a
single office to connect and support.

Continuous monitoring of employees'
equipment backed by expert support can
help keep your distributed team connected
and productive.

DIFFERENT DEVICES
AND CONNECTIONS

RELIABLE PERFORMANCE

When people work from different locations,
they can end up with a wide range of
devices, Internet services and speeds,
and more.

Whatever your employees are using to work
online, you need them to have continuous
connectivity, access to dependable support
and the ability to pivot fast if challenges arise.

The remote work reality:

What it requires:

ONLINE COLLABORATION

THE RIGHT TOOLS

Employees may not work in the same space,
but they still need to work together-online.

Distributed teams need devices and
software that make it easy to share and
collaborate-and fit the needs of your
business.

Security Risks

ENHANCED PROTECTION

Protecting and securing remote workers’
devices and data requires many of the same
security technologies deployed at the office.
And in many cases additional security
measures are required such as UL-rated file
cabinets and safes.

From security solutions that defend against
attacks, backups that guard against data
loss, and UL-rated file cabinets and safes
that provide that extra layer of security for
sensitive documents, there are many ways to
protect the information your remote
employees are working with.

Find out how we can help your remote team succeed.
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